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1 IntrodutionIn the labor market, adverse seletion a�ords the relation between produ-tivity and wages, Yellen (1984). Adverse seletion is indeed a reason for�rms to set eÆieny wages. In this part of the eÆieny wages literature,workers only di�er in their individual ability, Aziariadis (1983), Malomson(1981), Stiglitz (1984), Weiss (1980). In that line of researh, labor ontratsallow �rms to selet most skilled agents by speifying wages that are nondereasing with respet to workers' produtivity. Neverhtless, this theoryfails to explain two well-known empirial observations: �xed wages and wagedi�erentials.Fixed-wage theory points out that workers having the same wage donot neessarily have the same produtivity, Aziariadis (1981), Grossman(1981), Polemarhakis and Weiss (1978), Killingsworth (1988, p. 61-65)and many empirial studies have tested the theory of �xed-wage at the mi-roeonomi level, Abowd and Ashenfelter (1981), Ham (1982). Moreover,wage-di�erentials literature emphasizes that wage di�erenes still remainpartially unexplained. Empirial tests solely based on workers' produtivityfail to explain all the existing variane of wages. Starting from the semi-nal work of Abowd and Ashenfelter (1981), Kruegger and Summers (1988),many empirial studies have shown that heterogeneity of produtivity is farfrom apturing heterogeneity of wages among agents.In this paper, we try to explain why equally produtive agents do notneessarily aept idential labor ontrats. We argue here that a relevantadverse seletion parameter may be time preferene. Indeed, sine equallyprodutive individual do not samely valuate leisure time, they do not ne-essarily aept the same labor ontrat. Arguing that heterogeneity of timepreferene aptures a trade-o� between leisure and inome, it may be areasonable way to explain wage-di�erentials.We therefore onsider a model where both produtivity and time pref-erene are unobservable to the prinipal so that two-dimensional adverseseletion takes plae. Our aim is to give a possible explanation for both�xed-wages and wage di�erentials in a prinipal agent setting. We estab-lish that there may be perfet substitution between produtivity and timepreferene: inentive-ompatibility implies that very heterogeneous agentsreeive the same ontrat. More preisely, very skilled but little providentworkers on the one hand and less produtive but very provident workers onthe other hand may atually group on the same ontrat. In other words, thetwo parameters may ompensate eah other. This substitution may there-fore explain both wage di�erentials and �xed-wages. Finally, the possibilityof bunhing o�ers another possible explanation for �xed-wages e�ets.We �rst show that the above mentioned substitution allows to redueour two-dimensional problem into a more standard unidimensional one. We2



solve this problem by an ironing type tehnique �a la Mussa and Rosen. Aspei� result of our model is that there is no �nite upper bound on optimalwages for agents whose both harateristis tend to the upper bounds onprodutivity and subjetive disount rate. We believe that this somehowsurprising result is quite robust when the redution trik we use applies.Our paper is organized as follows. Setion 2 presents the model. Setion3 haraterizes inentive-ompatible labor ontrats in our two-dimensionaladverse seletion setting. Setion 4 solves the employer's program and har-aterizes the optimal labor ontrat. Finally, in Setion 5, we disuss ourresults and some possible extensions.2 The modelWe onsider a two-period model. In period 1, the �rm produes a singlegood, denoted A. Prodution plans are ompatible with the exogenousdemand for A and are physially possible. The �rm is able to sell its entireamount of output. Interest rate r lears the exogenous �nanial market.Consumers work in period 1 and are retired in period 2. At eah periodt, agents onsume a single good denoted Ci; i = 1; 2. We assume thatCi 6= A; i = 1; 2 and that pries of A;C1; C2 are exogenous and equal to 1.2.1 The agentEah agent is denoted by his individual harateristis, i.e. a pair of pa-rameters (�; Æ) that he perfetly knows, where � represents his produtivtyand Æ his subjetive disount rate. During the working period, a (�; Æ)-typeagent produes l units of observable output at the real wage w, onsumesC1 and saves w � C1. During the retirement period, eah agent onsumesC2 equal to the disounted return of his �rst period saving.A (�; Æ)-type agent is haraterized by a separable intertemporal utilityfuntion: U0(C1; C2; Æ; t) = v(C1) + Æv(C2) + t (1)where v is a onave inreasing funtion, t represents leisure time in period1. If T denotes the total amount of time available in period 1, agent'sprodution depends on his produtivity, so that we have: l(�) = (T � t)�whih yields: t = T�l=� that we replae in (1) to obtain: ~U(C1; C2; �; Æ; l) =v(C1)+Æv(C2)+T�l=�. Multiplying the previous expression by � we obtainthe new representation of preferenes:U(C1; C2; l; �; Æ) = �v(C1) + �Æv(C2)� l (2)The agent maximizes his intertemporal utility (2), taking as �xed by theprinipal both real wage w and individual prodution l.3



2.2 The �rmThe �rm sets a labor ontrat in order to hire a ontinuum of heterogeneousagents whose (�; Æ) are unobservable. In the remainder of the paper, the �rmknows the distribution of types whih is haraterized by a density funtionf(:; :) that is assumed to be of lass C1, and stritly positive on the retangle
 := ��; ��� �Æ; Æ� � ( 0;+1 ) 2 :A labor ontrat is a diret mehanism whih both de�nes the wagefuntion w and the individual output funtion l, with respet to the agent'stype. Using Myerson's Revelation Priniple we may fous on inentive-ompatible ontrats.The problem of the prinipal onsists then in �nding inentive-ompatibleontrats that maximize its pro�t.3 Inentive-ompatible labor ontratsFrom now on we assume the utility funtion to be exponentialv() = �e� (3)so that the Agent's program is:(P) V (�; Æ; w; l) =8>><>>: supC1; C2 � �e�C1 � �Æe�C2 � ls.t. 0 � C1 � w0 � C2 � (1 + r)(w � C1)Lemma 1 If the further assumptions are satis�ed:(H1): Æ(1 + r) < 1,(H2): v0 2 R satis�es: 0 > v0� + Æ > �Æ(1 + r),then for all (�; Æ) 2 
, for all (w; l) :V (�; Æ; w; l) � v0 ) V (�; Æ; w; l) = �2 + r1 + r h� [Æ(1 + r)℄ 12+r e� 1+r2+rwi� l (4)Proof is given in Appendix 1.This result has the following impliations:1. If Æ(1 + r) < 1 then all agents have a higher subjetive interestrate than the �nanial market. Consequently, (H1) implies that all agentsonsume in the �rst period.2. (H1) and (H2) ensure that all partiipating agents have a homogeneousonsumption behavior. This exludes zero-level of onsumption over one ofthe two periods. From our point of view, exluding those extreme behaviorsdoes not a�et generality. Indeed, one may assume that the prinipal is able4



to detet suh extreme behaviors. For homogeneity purpose, we fous onlyon agents that do onsume over the two periods. Atually the other groupsof agents should be studied apart.We intend to show now that inentive ompatible ontrats depend onlyon the redued salar parameter � = �Æ 12+r . This parameter is thereforeinterpreted an exhaustive statisti whih sums up all relevant informationfor the prinipal. Suh an unidimensional exhaustive statisti aptures sub-stitution between produtivity and disount rate.Note that under assumptions (H1) and (H2) the indiret utility funtionof the agents (if larger than the reservation level v0) is given by:V (�; Æ; w; l) =W (�;w; l) = �g(w) � l (5)where � = �Æ 12+r andg(w) = �(2 + r1 + r )(1 + r) 12+r exp(�1 + r2 + rw): (6)Let us now de�ne inentive-ompatible and admissible ontratsDe�nition 1 1) A ontrat is a pair of funtions (w; l):
 := [�; �℄� [Æ; Æ℄! R2+(�; Æ) 7! (w(�; Æ); l(�; Æ))w is alled the wage part of the ontrat and l its prodution or physialpart.2) A ontrat (w; l) is inentive-ompatible if and only if for all (�; Æ); (�0; Æ0) 2
2: V (�; Æ; w(�; Æ); l(�; Æ)) � V (�; Æ; w(�0; Æ0); l(�0; Æ0)): (7)3) A ontrat (w; l) is admissible if and only if it is inentive-ompatible andsatis�es the partiipation onstraint:V (�; Æ; w(�; Æ); l(�; Æ)) � v0, for all (�; Æ) 2 
: (8)Remark 1 Lemma 1 implies that if (w; l) is admissible, thenV (�; Æ; w(�; Æ); l(�; Æ)) = �Æ 12+r g(w(�; Æ)) � l(�; Æ)for every type (�; Æ). 5



We �rst show that there is no loss of generality by restriting to ontratsthat only depend on �. Let us de�ne :[�; �℄ := [�:Æ 12+r ; �:Æ 12+r ℄ (9)and, for all � 2 [�; �℄ :I� := f(�; Æ) 2 
 : �Æ 12+r = �g (10)then admissible ontrats are haraterized by the following result:Proposition 1 1) Let (w; l) be some ontrat and de�ne the assoiated util-ity funtionfW (�; Æ) := �Æ 12+r g(w(�; Æ)) � l(�; Æ), for all (�; Æ) 2 
 (11)then (w; l) is admissible if and only if fW is a onvex funtion of �fW (�; Æ) =W (�Æ 12+r ) with W onvex (12)and the following onditions are satis�ed :1. 8� 2 [�; �℄;8(�; Æ) 2 I�; g(w(�; Æ)) 2 �W (�)2. W (�) � v0:2) As a onsequene, if (w; l) is an admissible ontrat then there exist twonon dereasing funtions ew and el from [�; �℄ to R+ suh that for almostevery (�; Æ) 2 
: (w; l)(�; Æ) = ( ew;el)(�Æ 12+r ) (13)Proof:1) Let (w; l) be admissible, let � be in (�; �) and (�; Æ) and (�0; Æ0) be in I�inentive ompatibility ondition between (�; Æ) and (�0; Æ0) yields:fW (�; Æ) = fW (�0; Æ0)fW is therefore onstant in I� : fW (�; Æ) =W (�Æ 12+r ).By inentive-ompatibility, we also get :W (�) = supz2
�g(w(z)) � l(z)W is then onvex sine it is a supremum of aÆne funtions. Writinginentive-ompatibility using the de�nition of W we get for all �, �0 andz 2 I�: W (�0)�W (�) � (�� �0)g(w(z))6



i.e. exatly 1. (see Rokafellar). Condition 2. follows from partiipationonstraint of �. Conversely assume that the ontrat (w; l) satis�es 1. and2. with W de�ned as previously and onvex. By ondition 1., we get that(w; l) is inentive-ompatible and also that W is non inreasing sine g < 0so that ondition 2. ensures that the partiipation onstraint is satis�ed forevery type.2) Let (w; l) be an admissible ontrat and W be de�ned as in 1). Sine Wis onvex, it is di�erentiable almost everywhere:�W (�) = fW 0(�)g a.e.De�ne then:B := f(�; Æ) 2 
 : W is not di�erentiable at �Æ 12+r gone an easily hek that B is Lebesgue negligible.Let ew be suh that g( ew(�)) 2 �W (�) for every � and el by:el(�) := �g( ew(�)) �W (�)ew is learly non dereasing (sine g is inreasing and �W is monotone)and (13) is satis�ed a.e. sine B is negligible. It remains to prove that el isnon dereasing. Let � and �0 be in [�; �℄, sine g( ew(�0)) 2 �W (�0) we have:el(�0)� el(�) � �(g( ew(�0))� g( ew(�))):We an onlude then that el is non dereasing sine both g and ew are.Remark 2 The ontrat (�; Æ) 7! ( ew;el)(�Æ 12+r ) is itself admissible and yieldsthe same pro�t to the prinipal as (w; l). There is therefore no loss of eÆ-ieny to fous on ontrats of �.4 Optimal labor ontrat and solution to the prin-ipal's problem4.1 The prinipal's problemUsing the previous Setion, we are able to write the program of the prini-pal in a fairly standard way. More preisely we show that the initial two-parameters-problem is equivalent to a unidimensional parameter adverseseletion one.
7



Proposition 2 The program of the prinipal:(Pp)8>><>>: sup �(w; l) = Z
[l(�; Æ) � w(�; Æ)℄f(�; Æ)d�dÆs.t.:(w; l) is an admissible ontratis equivalent to the following one:( ePp)8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: sup e�( ew) := Z �� [g( ew(�))(�h(�) +H(�)) � ew(�)h(�)℄d�s.t.:ew is non dereasing nonnegative (P1)el(�) = �g( ew(�))� v0 + Z �� g( ew(s))ds � 0 (P2)where h denotes the density funtion and H the umulative distribution fun-tion of � (see Appendix 2 for omputations and properties of h and H.)See proof in Appendix 3.Note that the expression of e�( ~w) enables to point out the two oppositee�ets of the wage on the pro�t:- a linear negative e�et on ost: �ew(�)h(�)- a onave positive e�et on induing higher types to produe higherquantities of output: g( ew(�))(�h(�) +H(�)):4.2 Charaterization of the optimal wage funtion and iron-ing proedureLet us �rst show an existene and uniqueness result.Theorem 1 The prinipal's program ( ePp) admits a unique solution denotedw�.Proof:First note that the set of ew satisfying (P1) and (P2) is nonempty and thatthe value of ( ePp), sup ( ePp) is �nite. Let wn be some maximizing sequeneof ( ePp) i.e. wn satis�es (P1) and (P2) for all n 2 N and:limn!+1 e�(wn) = sup ( ePp) (14)First note that for all � 2 (�; �), the sequene wn(�) is bounded for other-wise, sine wn is non dereasing, e�(wn) would tend to �1, a ontradition8



with (14), wn is then bounded on ompat subsets of (�; �).Helly's seletion Theorem (see for instane Natanson) implies that, up toa subsequene, wn onverges pointwise to some non dereasing nonnegativefuntion w�. Obviously, w� satis�es (P2) by Lebesgue's Dominated Conver-gene Theorem. Finally, Fatou's Lemma yields:e�(w�) � lim supn e�(wn) = sup ( ePp)so that w� is a solution of ( ePp). Finally uniqueness follows from stritonvexity properties of ( ePp).To derive �rst order onditions and haraterize more preisely the op-timal wage funtion, we �rst need a Kuhn-Tuker type result that enablesus to integrate onstraint (P2) within the riterion:Lemma 2 If w� solves program ( ePp) then there exists � � 0 suh that w�is the solution of:( ePp;�)8<: sup e��( ew) := e�( ew) + �Z �� g( ew(�))d� + ��g( ew(�))s.t.: ew is non dereasing nonnegative (P1)� is a Kuhn-Tuker multiplier assoiated with onstraint (P2) of program( ePp).Sine the Lemma follows from standard separation arguments, the proofis left to the reader.The following proposition summarizes �rst order neessary onditionsand thus enables to haraterize the optimal wage funtion w�:Proposition 3 1) w� is the solution of ( ePp) if and only if it satis�es thefollowing onditions:(i) �� �(�) � 0(ii) (�� �(�))dw� = 0(iii) (��g0(w�(�)) + �(�))w�(�) = 0with � being de�ned as in the previous Lemma, dw� denoting the variationmeasure assoiated with the non dereasing funtion w�, and � being givenby: 8� 2 [�; �℄ : �(�) := Z �� [g0(w�(s))(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄ds:2) Moreover, onditions (i), (ii) and (iii) imply that w� is ontinuous on(�; �). 9



The proof whih is rather long and tehnial is given in Appendix 4.Let w0 be the solution of the problem obtained from ( ePp;�) when omittingthe monotoniity onstraint; learly w0 an be omputed analytially:w0(�) = ( (g0)�1( h(�)�h(�)+H(�)+� ) if h(�)�h(�)+H(�)+� � (1 + r) 12+r0 otherwise (15)Sine g is onave, w0 is non dereasing on every sub-interval on whih� 7! � + H(�)+�h(�) is. The fat that h is dereasing near � and an easyomputation show then that w0 is inreasing at the top of the distribution(see Appendix 2.) Moreover, w0 tends to +1 as � tends to �� sine h(�) =0+ and (g0)�1(0+) = +1.Proposition 3 atually enables to obtain w� from w0 via the so-alledironing proedure (see Mussa and Rosen). There exist indeed 2 kinds ofsub-intervals of types �.1) Those on whih there is strit disrimination dw� > 0, using theontinuity of the solution and ondition (ii), we obtain w� = w0 on suhintervals.2) Those on whih dw� = 0 so that w� is onstant. Suh intervals arealled bunhes. On a bunh, all the agents are o�ered the same ontrat for itwould be too ostly to disriminate among them. Conditions (i), (ii) and theontinuity of w� enable to haraterize the extremities of bunhes. Supposethat an interval of types [��; ��℄ is a bunh with w�(��) = w�(��) = w.On the one hand, by a ontinuity argument, we get:w�(��) = w�(��) = w0(��) = w0(��) = w:On the other hand, we have �(��) = �(��) = �(�); and the latter yieldsZ ���� [g0(w)(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄ds = 0:Those onditions in general enable to fully haraterize bunhes.Finally, the next proposition states that there is strit disriminationamong agents with � type at the top of the distribution: no bunhing oursfor highest types. This is a rather standard and intuitive result sine onemay naturally expet the prinipal to extrat more rent from high typeagents.Proposition 4 There exists �0 2 (�; �) suh that w� = w0 on [�0; �).10



Proof:Let �1 2 (�; �) be suh that w0 is inreasing on [�1; �). First it is impossibleto have w� < w0 on some interval of the form [�; �) with � > �1, forotherwise w� would be suboptimal on [�; �).It is also impossible to have w� > w0 on an interval [�; �) with � > �1, forthat would imply, for all s � �:g0(w�(s))(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s) < 0and then: �(�)� �(s) < 0whih implies, with (ii) that w� is onstant over [�; �) ontraditing w� >w0. Sine w0 and w� are ontinuous there exists then �0 2 [�1; �) suh thatw0(�0) = w�(�0): It follows then from the optimality of w� that w� = w0on [�0; �) sine w0 is inreasing on [�0; �).As we have already remarked that w0 is unbounded we have:Corollary 1 The optimal wage funtion w� is unbounded:w�(�)! +1 as �! ��.At �rst sight, unboundedness of the optimal wage may be thought as nonintuitive. The fat that the optimal wage w� is unbounded an be interpretedas follows: ideal �-type agents are improbable for two reasons sine bothhigh produtivity and high subjetive disount rate have to be ombined forthe same individual, so that h(�) = 0. Even if the �rm has a prior densityf(�; Æ) > 0 on the ideal agent, it perfetly knows that in the �nite populationit aims to hire, there is no (�; Æ) agent but at best (��"�; Æ�"Æ) with "� and "Æpositive and unknown. The previous proposition only says that the �rm atthe optimum is lead to propose arbitrarily high wage-ontrats when ("�; "Æ)beomes arbitrarily small. Indeed, when � = � only the positive e�et of aninrease of the prodution subsists sine h(�) = 0. It is therefore the doublesarity of the ideal �-type that explains why it is optimal for the �rm toset suh an unbounded wage funtion. One an easily show that optimalwages remain bounded for instane if the �rm asribes a positive probability(Dira mass) to the ideal (�; Æ)-type agent.From an empirial point of view, the lower bound on wages whih indue(high �, high Æ)-type individuals to aept a labor ontrat speifying verylittle leisure time, if not in�nite, an be very high in the labor market (hiefexeutive, traders, managers, football players, top models...)5 DisussionLet us now show that our basi model and our results may be given di�erentinterpretations. In subsetion 5.1, we desribe a very similar model whih11



an be interpreted in terms of eduation or training. In subsetion 5.2, wesketh possible developments of our analysis to other eonomi areas.5.1 An alternative formulationWe aim to show that a very similar model may be interpreted in termsof eduation aquisition. Let us assume now that period 1 is devoted totraining whih will be produtive in period 2. In period 1, an individualhooses how muh to train, the rest of the time being devoted to leisure. Inperiod 2 he hooses how muh to work and onsumes the whole of his wageinome w. In this ase preferenes are given by the following intertemporalutility funtion: U1(C2; Æ; t) = Æv(C2) + t (16)where v is a onave inreasing funtion and t represents period 1 leisuretime. If T denotes the total amount of time available in period 1, agent'sprodution in period 2 depends on his learning produtivity � and trainingtime (T � t), l(�) = (T � t)�, whih yields t = T � l=�. Replaing theprevious in (16), using C2 = w and multiplying by � we obtain the newrepresentation of preferenes:U(w; �; Æ; l) = �Æv(w) � l:Using this representation, it is easy to show that our redution trik anbe used again, de�ning � = �Æ as a new exhaustive statisti. Inentive-ompatible ontrats are therefore �-dependent. This means that substi-tution of parameters still ours in that training model: agents with lowprodutivity may get same wages as more produtive agents if they are suf-�iently provident to spend enough training time in period 1. It is worthnoting that in this ase there is no need for a CARA spei�ation of v forsubstitution to our. One an also show, assuming for instane v � 0, thatthe prinipal's program whih determines the optimal wage funtion, is ofthe form:8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>: sup e�( ew) := Z �� [v( ew(�))(�h(�) +H(�)) � ew(�)h(�)℄d�s.t.:ew is non dereasing nonnegative (P1)el(�) = �g( ew(�))� v0 + Z �� g( ew(s))ds � 0 (P2) (17)It is lear then that the main results of Setion 4 still hold: existene, unique-ness, ontinuity, ironing type haraterization. Moreover, if v satis�es theInada type ondition v0(+1) = 0 then the statement of Proposition 4 re-mains valid i.e. no bunhing ours for high values of � and the optimal12



wage funtion is not bounded.Finally that model may be interpreted as an alternative approah to sig-nalling models �a la Spene (1974). The main di�erene between those twoapproahes is that, in our model, the level of training does not reveal pro-dutivity sine it is also explained by heterogeneity of time preferene.5.2 Wider approahesThe design of optimal ontrats with two-dimensional adverse seletion isnot a widely settled area. As suggested in setion 5.1, the problem weadressed onerning the design of labor ontrats may be given an alternativeinterpretation without any partiular utility spei�ation.We believe that the trik used in the paper an be applied in several rel-evant eonomi areas. Eonomially, this redution of a multi-dimensionalsreening problem into a single dimensional one is possible if there is sub-stitution between the di�erent parameters, we give an example where suha substitution ours in the labor market. This kind of tehnique was usedby Lewis and Sappington (1988) in the framework of regulation of a mo-nopolist. Our results however emphasize the fat that when this redutiontrik an be used, one may expet unbounded solutions so that Proposition4 is robust. Moreover, introduing heterogeneity of time preferene as anadverse seletion variable an lead to further onlusions in a wider lass ofPrinipal-Agent problems.One an think �rst of bank theory and in partiular of lending ontrats.Two major problems of redit banks are default payments and antiipatedreimbursement. Traditional expliative individual variables for both prob-lems generally fous on risk on the one hand and inome on the other hand.We think there is potential sope for alternative variables that apture moreor less provident behaviors. A similar approah ould also be fruitfully usedin Life Insurane ontrating. In that ase, time preferene heterogeneity isinterpreted as individual willingness to bequest to relatives.Finally our approah may also be onsistent in the framework of taxationtheory. In that framework taxes are olleted to �nane future expenditures.A benevolent planner should then set a tax sheme knowing that the dis-ounted value of future publi realizations di�er among agents.Appendix 1: Proof of Lemma 1.Program of (�; Æ)-agents is:(P)8<: V (�; Æ; w; l) = sup1 ��e�1 � �Æe�(1+r)(w�1) � ls.t.0 � 1 � w 13



De�ne then e1 = 12 + r [(1 + r)w � ln(Æ(1 + r))℄:Sine (P) is onave its solution, denoted �1 is given by:�1 = 8<: 0 if e1 � 0e1 if 0 � e1 � ww if w � e1First note that (H1) straightforwardly implies that e1 > 0:Now let us assume: V (�; Æ; w; l) � v0 (18)where v0 satis�es (H2). Suppose then that for a (�; Æ)�agent �1 = wthen (18) yields:��e�w � �Æ � l � v0 ) w � e1 = 12 + r [w � ln(Æ(1 + r))℄� 12 + r [w0 � ln(Æ(1 + r))℄ = 12 + r ln Æ(1 + r)�(v0� + Æ) > 0the latter yields a ontradition with e1 � w so that the desired result isproved omputing:V (�; Æ; w; l) = �2 + r1 + r [�(Æ(1 + r)) 12+r exp�1 + r2 + rw℄� l:Appendix 2: Level sets and distribution of �.Figure 46
-� �Æ

Æ Figure 56
-� �Æ

Æ
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Density h of parameter �:Let 	 2 L1([�; �℄; R) and let us ompute E(	(�)), by the hange ofvariables: (�; Æ) 7! (�; �) = (�; �Æ 12+r ), we get:E(	(�)) = Z �� Z ÆÆ 	(�Æ 12+r )f(�; Æ)dÆd� = Z ZD	(�)f(�; (�� )2+r))(2 + r)�1+r�2+r d�d�where D is de�ned by:D := f(�; �) 2 R2 : � 2 [�; �℄ � 2 [�(�); �(�)℄g�(:) and �(:) are given by:�(�) = ( � if � � �1�Æ 12+r otherwise �(�) = ( � if � � �2�Æ 12+r otherwise , �1 := �Æ 12+r , �2 := �Æ 12+rUsing Fubini's formula yields then:E(	(�)) = Z �� 	(�)[Z �(�)�(�) f(�; (�� )2+r))(2 + r)�1+r�2+r d�℄d�:Finally we obtain h the density of �:h(�) = Z �(�)�(�) f(�; (�� )2+r))(2 + r)�1+r�2+r d�: (19)Note then that h is ontinuous sine f(:; :), �(:) and �(:) are and h(�) =h(�) = 0 for �(�) = � and �(�) = �: From (19) h is obviously positivein [�; �℄ sine f > 0 and a straightforward omputation shows that h isdereasing for � suÆiently lose to �.Appendix 3: Proof of Proposition 2.Proof:First note that if (w; l) is a solution of (Pp), and if W is de�ned as inProposition 1 then it is neessary that:W (�) = v0 (20)for, otherwise ontrat (w; l + ") would be admissible for small " > 0 andinrease the prinipal's pro�t. We may therefore with no loss of generalityadd (20) as an additional onstraint in (Pp).Let then (w; l) be admissible and satisfy (20) and ( ew;el) be as in Propo-sition 1, 2). We already know that ew and el are non dereasing. Reallthat: W (�) = �g( ew(�)) � el(�) (21)15



g( ew(�)) =W 0(�) a.e. (22)together with (20) we get:el(�) = �g( ew(�)) � v0 + Z �� g( ew(s))ds: (23)One an easily hek that (w; l) is admissible and satis�es (20) if and onlyif ew is non negative non dereasing and el given by (23) is nonnegative,sine (21), (22), (23) and the onvexity of W imply that el is non dereasing,non negativity of el redues to (P2). Finally (w; l) is admissible and satis-�es (20) if and only if ew satis�es (P1) and (P2) where ew and el are obtainedfrom (w; l) by (21), (22) and (23). Now we have:�(w; l) = Z
[l � w℄f = Z �� [el � ew℄h (24)On the other hand, using (23) and integrating by parts, we get:Z �� el(�)h(�)d� = Z �� (�g( ew(�)) � v0)h(�)d� + Z �� [Z �� g( ew(s))ds℄h(�)d�= Z �� �g( ew(�))h(�)d� � v0 + Z �� g( ew(�))H(�)d�: (25)From (24) and (25) we get �(w; l) = e�( ew) � v0 so that Proposition 2 isproved. Appendix 4: Proof of Proposition 3.We �rst need the following tehnial result:Lemma 3 De�ne for all � 2 [�; �℄:�(�) := Z �� [g0(w�(s))(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄dslet " > 0, the following properties hold:1) both integrals R ��"� w�d� and R ��"� (�� �(�))dw� exist and:Z ��"� w�d� = �Z ��"� (���(�))dw�+(�(��")��(�))w�(��")+�(�)w�(�)= Z ��"� [g0(w�(s))(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄w�(s)dswhere d� denotes the Stilj�es measure assoiated with the absolutely on-tinuous funtion � and � is de�ned as in Lemma 2.2) lim"!0+(�(�� ")� �(�))w�(�� ") = 016



Proof:1) w�j[�;��"℄ is a bounded variation funtion and � is absolutely ontinuous,both integrals R ��"� w�d� and R ��"� (� � �(�))dw� exist and the �rst onean be integrated by parts in Stielj�es sense (f. Natanson (1967)), whihyields:Z ��"� w�d� = �Z ��"� (�� �(�))dw� + (�(�� ")� �(�))w�(�� ") + �(�)w�(�)We only have to show then:Z ��"� w�d� = Z ��"� [g0(w�(s))(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄w�(s)dsOn the other hand, de�ning, 8n; 8k = 0; : : : ; n�1, unk := �+ kn(��"��)we have:jZ ��"� w�d�� Z ��"� �g0(w�(s))(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)�w�(s)dsj �limn!+1 j n�1Xk=0 Z unk+1unk (w�(unk+1)�w�(s)) �g0(w�(s))(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)� dsj� Cst limn!+1 1n(w�(�� ")� w�(�)) = 0the last inequality follows from w� being non-dereasing and g0 being bounded.Thus 1) is established.2) Sine w� is non dereasing:j(�(��")��(�))w�(��")j � Z ���" j(g0(w�(s))j(sh(s)+H(s)+�)+h(s)℄w�(s)dsholds and the latter integral tends to 0 as "! 0 by Lebesgue's DominatedConvergene Theorem, sine hw� 2 L1 and w�g0(w�) is bounded.We are now ready to prove Proposition 3.Proof:Let w be a non negative non dereasing funtion s.t. there exist two on-stants A � 0 and B suh that: w � Aw� + B (whih implies hw 2 L1+).Then for all t 2 (0; 1) the following holds:1t [e��(w� + t(w � w�))� e��(w�)℄ � 0: (26)First, we have:limt!0+ 1t [g(w�(�) + t(w(�)� w�(�)))� g(w�(�))℄ = g0(w�(�)(w(�)� w�(�)):(27)17



De�ning:ft(s) = 1t [g(w�(s) + t(w �w�)(s)) � g(w�(s))℄(sh(s) +H(s) + �)we have: limt!0 ft(s) = g0((w�(s))(w � w�)(s)(sh(s) +H(s) + �)andjft(s)j � supz2[w�(s);w�(s)+t(w�w�)(s)℄ g0(z)j(w � w�)(s)j(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� g0(A1w�(s) +B1)(A2w�(s) +B2):(sh(s) +H(s) + �)where A1 � 0, A2 � 0, B1 and B2 are onstants only depending on A and B.Sine w 7! g0(A1w +B1)(A2w +B2) is bounded there is a onstant C suhthat: jft(s)j � C for all t and s. Thus, Lebesgue's Dominated ConvergeneTheorem yields:limt!0+ ft(s)ds = Z �� [g0(w�)(sh(s) +H(s) + �)℄(w �w�)ds (28)Then, passing to the limit t! 0+ in (26) yields:Z �� [g0(w�)(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄(w � w�)ds+��g0(w�(�))(w(�)� w�(�)) � 0 (29)for all w non negative, non dereasing and suh that w � Aw�+B for someonstants A � 0 and B. Let � be in (�; �), taking w(s) := w�(s) + 1s��, 8sin (29) exatly yields: �(�)� �(�) � 0; 8� i.e (i).Note that (���(�))dw� is a nonnegative measure, absolutely ontinuouswith respet to the nonnegative measure dw�.Taking w = 2w� and then w = w�2 in (29) yields:Z �� [g0(w�)(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄w�ds+ ��g0(w�(�))w�(�) = 0: (30)Sine (�� �(�))dw� is nonnegative, we get:lim"!0+ Z ��"� (�� �(�))dw� = Z �� (�� �(�))dw�:On the other hand, we know from the previous lemma:Z ��"� [g0(w�(s))(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄w�(s)ds18



= �Z ��"� (�� �(�))dw� + (�(� � ")� �(�))w�(�� ") + �(�)w�(�):(31)(30) and part 2) of Lemma 3 yield then, passing to the limit in (31) :Z �� (�� �(�))dw� = (��g0(w�(�)) + �(�))w�(�): (32)Taking w = w�(�) in (29) yields:w�(�)�(�)� Z �� [g0(w�)(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄w�ds � 0: (33)Passing to the limit in (31) we get:�Z �� [g0(w�)(sh(s) +H(s) + �)� h(s)℄w�ds= Z �� (�� �(�))dw� � �(�)w�(�): (34)(33) and (34) imply then:Z �� (�� �(�))dw� � 0so that (�� �(�))dw� = 0 i.e. (ii). Finally (ii) and (32) imply (iii).Conversely, (i), (ii), (iii) are also suÆient onditions for optimality byonvexity properties of ( ePp;�).2) Let us establish the ontinuity of w�: Suppose there exists � in (�; �)suh that w�(�+) > w�(��), � is an atom of the measure dw� and thenondition (ii) implies: �(�) = �(�) = inf[�;�℄ � it is easy to prove that � isright and left di�erentiable at every point of (�; �) then:�0g(�) = g0(w�(��))(�h(�) +H(�) + �)� h(�) � 0� �0d(�) = g0(w�(�+))(�h(�) +H(�) + �)� h(�)whih implies w�(�+) � w�(��) beause g0 is dereasing, ontraditingw�(�+) > w�(��). We an onlude that w� is ontinuous on [�; �)
19
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